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Minutes of the Council meeting held on Thursday 09 July 2020 at
10.00, by Zoom
TO BE CONFIRMED 09 July 2020
Minutes of the public session
Present
Nigel Clarke (Chair)

Rima Makarem

Yousaf Ahmad

Rose Marie Parr

Neil Buckley

Arun Midha

Mark Hammond

Aamer Safdar

Penny Hopkins

Jayne Salt

Ann Jacklin

Selina Ullah

Jo Kember

Apologies
Elizabeth Mailey

In attendance
Duncan Rudkin (Chief Executive and Registrar)
Carole Auchterlonie (Director of Fitness to Practise)
Claire Bryce-Smith (Director of Insight, Intelligence and Inspection)
Laura McClintock (Chief of Staff)
Francesca Okosi (Director of People)
Mark Voce (Director of Education and Standards)
Rachael Oliver (Head of Communications)
Jerome Mallon (Fitness to Practise Policy and Planning Manager)
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1.
1.1

Attendance and introductory remarks
The Chair welcomed those present to the meeting, which was being held by Zoom due to
the Covid-19 pandemic. Apologies had been received from Elizabeth Mailey.

2. Declarations of interest
2.1

The Chair reminded members to make any declarations of interest before each item in
the usual way.

3. Minutes of the last meeting
3.1

The minutes of the public session held on 11 June 2020 were confirmed as a true and
accurate record of the meeting.

4. Actions and matters arising
4.1
5.
5.1
6.

There were no actions due by this meeting or matters arising.
Workshop summaries – 11 and 30 June 2020
Council noted the summaries of the additional Council discussions held in May and June
Fitness to practise (FtP) strategy

6.1

Carole Auchterlonie (CA) presented 20.07.C.01, which set out the draft fitness to practise
strategy, the approach to engagement and consultation questions.

6.2

There were several drivers for change, including a number of recent external public
reports and inquiries across the sector which had shown that people going through
statutory processes were sometimes poorly treated, the changing role of pharmacy and
pharmacy professionals in healthcare and the increasing number of concerns being
received.

6.3

Within the central aim of ensuring patient safety, driving learning and improvement there
were three key themes, namely putting people at the heart of the process, managing
concerns differently and changing the perception of the FtP process.

6.4

The Council had a wide-ranging discussion including; whether the balance of emphasis in
the strategy was right; whether the current document was too broad to allow patients to
comment on it in a meaningful way; and the need for success measures to be included.
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6.3

As a result of the discussion, it was agreed that the language of the strategy needed to be
looked at again and that clearer methodologies should be included. The changes would
be reflected back to Council at its next meeting on 23 July to check that the revisions
would have the correct focus.

6.4

Members of Council offered to form a small group to support the work. This was agreed.

7. Any other business
7.1

Duncan Rudkin (DR) reported that the Independent Medicines and Medical Devices
Safety Review, chaired by Baroness Cumberlege, had published its findings on 8 July. It
had been commissioned by the Government in February 2018 to explore how the health
system responds when patients and their families raise concerns about the safety of
treatments. The review highlighted examples of medicines and medical devices causing
harm.

7.2

One of the treatments covered in the review was Sodium Valproate. The GPhC was
already involved in work to ensure that pharmacies and pharmacy teams kept women
and girls safe when dispensing it. The GPhC was mentioned in the review and had
published a statement on the website.

7.3

The GPhC would be reviewing the report and its strategic recommendations, looking at
what actions we could take in response. Further updates would be reported to Council
through our established process for reporting on public inquiries and independent
reports.

Date of the next meeting:
Thursday 23 July 2020 at 2.00 p.m.
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Reset and renewal post-lockdown
Meeting paper for Council on 23 July 2020
Public business

Purpose
To update Council on our “Reset and renewal” project.

Recommendations
The Council is asked to note the report and to agree the risk appetite statement at Annex A.

1.

Introduction

1.1

With the national lockdowns substantially eased, this report updates Council on our
approach to planning for post-lockdown working.

1.2

Early in our discussions we agreed as a senior leadership group that our approach should be
forward-looking, rather than backward-looking. Given the context, there is inevitably a focus
on issues around the workplace, including specifically questions around resumption of
office-based working. However, in framing our work under the heading of “Reset and
renewal” we are seeking to widen the scope of our thinking and planning, so that we use it
as an opportunity for wider, progressive thinking about how the GPhC will regulate and
operate in the future.

1.3

Our overall approach is defined in a Project Initiation Document (PID) which was approved
by the chief executive at the start of June 2020. The PID outlines our overall aims and
guiding principles. It also describes relevant roles and responsibilities, with the senior
leadership group acting as the project board and a project team working on the detailed
planning and delivery. Our planning approach is dynamic and iterative, as we re-visit issues
frequently in the light of changes in the external context as well as our evolving
understanding of people’s opinions and feelings about what is happening.

2.

Key considerations

2.1

Our work on this project is taking shape in two distinct phases. Phase 1 is about identifying
and addressing short term issues with our operation associated with having all our staff
working remotely, and clarifying our medium to long term vision and objectives for how the
GPhC will work differently in the future. Phase 2 will be about planning for and delivering
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those longer term changes. A potential resumption of office-based working at scale sits
within phase 2; we will not be aiming to set a date for this before September.
2.2

This section highlights the objectives we are working on in this current first phase.

2.3

Continue to carry out regular small-scale post-retrieval and scanning visits to the office, in
accordance with our Covid-19 office protocols procedure: Throughout the lockdown we
have had small groups of staff visiting the Canary Wharf office from time to time to process
post. From mid-July these visits are taking place weekly, as our incoming physical post
increases over the Summer period.

2.4

Enable hearings in person as required, by exception (i.e. online hearings will continue as
the first resort during this phase where legally and logistically practicable): Since March we
have been able to hold certain sorts of hearings remotely, using online platforms, but this is
not always legally feasible or practicable for principal hearings. We analysed the business
impact of our lockdown home-working arrangements. Through this analysis we identified
our current inability to hold physical hearings as the operational issue with the most
significant adverse impact. Accordingly, we are planning to begin resumption of physical
hearings, in the Canary Wharf office, in August 2020.

2.5

Carry out a small pilot of office-based administrative work in parallel with the resumption
of physical hearings: Pending a wider resumption of office-based working, we are exploring
a pilot of office-based working alongside the resumption of hearings. We need to
understand the practicalities of wider use of the office space on the 26th floor, including the
productivity impact of reduced lift access and other safety measures in place in the building.

2.6

Provide a safe environment for these activities on the 25th and 26th floors of 25 Canada
Square: This major workstream includes liaising with our landlords in relation to the
common parts of the building (including lift safety) as well as our physical safety measures
such as signage, sanitiser availability, enhanced cleaning, floor markers, one-way system,
changes to desk usage etc. We have undertaken risk assessments for both floors and will be
rolling out a programme of individual risk assessments for our staff, adapted from those we
have already in use for our inspectors. Please see section 6 on Risk, below, for more detail.

2.7

Establish a comprehensive understanding of the views of our people, through surveys and
a range of other engagement activities: We have conducted an additional bespoke staff
survey to inform our planning. Other survey work has been carried out or is ongoing, with
fitness to practise panellists and Council members. We have met with the co-chairs of our
Women’s Network and our BAME Network and will continue to do so throughout the
project, in addition to our Employee Engagement Forum and our Health and Safety group.
Engagement and communication with staff is dynamic and going on through a variety of
channels, including via line management as well as through targeted use of our intranet, all
staff meetings and emails, and a direct line to and from the project team.

2.8

Identify changes to our working arrangements which we will want to maintain
post-lockdown and into the future: In keeping with the “renewal” dimension of our
approach, we are using all our channels to build our understanding in this area too. In
addition to the sources mentioned in paragraph 2.7 above, we have carried out a piece of
qualitative research with teams across the organisation to inform this workstream.
Colleagues’ feedback gathered through the processes mentioned in paragraph 2.7 above will
also inform our phase 2 thinking and planning
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2.9

Scope and plan Phase 2 (and possible further phases of change): Our learning from all of
the above will inform the scoping and planning of further steps - including a wider
resumption of office-based working, whilst ensuring that our target is not ‘back to normal’
but a new and improved way of working for the future.

2.10 All of this is underpinned by ongoing work to: continue to support home-based working at
scale for the time being in ways which:
(a) promote the health, safety and wellbeing of our staff;
(b) capture and understand the short and longer term financial and wider resource
implications;
(c) provide a secure and effective IT environment.
2.11 This project will have longer term implications for many aspects of our Human Resources
and organisational development work. Where relevant these will feature in future agendas
for our Remuneration Committee. Likewise, the evident links with our future
accommodation strategy will inform future discussions at the Finance & Planning Committee
and Council.

3.

Equality and diversity implications

3.1

Equality is uppermost in our minds at all levels of the project. We continue to monitor
closely the evidence relating to increased Covid-related risk faced by our colleagues from
Black, Asian and minority ethnic backgrounds, and risk associated with age, sex and medical
history. This evidence is informing all the decisions we make, including particularly our
approach to risk assessment – please see also section 6 below.

3.2

Our planning and decision-making also continue to be informed by colleagues’ feedback and
concerns relating to caring responsibilities, including issues around home-schooling for
colleagues working from home, and access to school and childcare. In addition, we have
continued to support the health, safety and wellbeing of our colleagues’ other household
members, eg. in relation to ‘shielding’ guidance.

3.3

We are mindful of the impact a prolonged period of home-based working has had on the
wellbeing and mental health of a number of colleagues. We continue to be proactive in
reaching out to make sure they are aware of the range of support we can either provide or
signpost them to. Social and environmental factors (such as housing, social isolation and
access to outside space) have been significant issues for some.

3.4

We aim to include within phase 2 an equality impact analysis of our long-term plan for
post-lockdown working.

3.5

Amongst other benefits, our engagement and communication work has highlighted the
diversity of perspectives within our organisation. We have been powerfully reminded of the
need to avoid making assumptions about attitudes based on generalisations. Ensuring that
all colleagues’ voices are able to be heard has been very useful in terms of the project but
also more widely in cultural terms.
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4.

Communications

4.1

Meaningful dynamic communication and engagement with our colleagues continue to be
fundamental to all our thinking and planning, in various ways alluded to throughout this
report.

4.2

In terms of external communications, we are keeping in touch on these issues both with our
fellow regulators and with pharmacy stakeholder organisations, all of which in their various
contexts are working on very similar issues.

5.

Resource implications

5.1

We are tracking both savings and additional costs arising from this work through our normal
management process and will continue to update the Finance and Planning Committee.

6.

Risk implications
Risk appetite

6.1

We have developed a risk appetite statement for the reset and renewal project which can be
seen at Annex A. A risk appetite statement articulates the level and type of risk a board will
accept in the strategic positioning and day-to-day running of the organisation. Whilst a risk
appetite statement would ordinarily be set at a strategic level and encompass an
organisation’s risk profile in the broadest sense, we consider that the once in a lifetime
challenges and opportunities presented by Covid-19 require their own careful evaluation
and statement of intent, agreed and owned by Council. The draft statement seeks to build
on the prioritisation of business principles Council agreed at its meeting on 23 April 2020.

6.2

The executive will continue to need to make lots of micro level decisions, often quite quickly,
so having a solid understanding of the Council’s relative appetite for different sorts of risks
will be invaluable. We recognise that this is not an absolutely scientific exercise, nor will
there be any risk-free options. The different categories of risk (and respective rating for risk
appetite) are:
(a) Health, standards of safety, and wellbeing (low)
(b) Regulatory effectiveness (low/medium)
(c) Organisational efficiency (medium)

6.3

Council’s formal agreement to this risk appetite statement will ensure that it retains
ownership of the organisation’s strategic direction, whilst giving the executive a broad
enough framework for practical decision-making throughout the project.
Risk assessments

6.4

We have had help from our health and safety consultants in preparing draft risk assessments
for both our floors at Canary Wharf and will be finalising them shortly. The nature and
location of the Canary Wharf office does present particular challenges, given colleagues’ and
visitors’ reliance on public transport, access via lifts only to our floors, and the large number
of organisations and people using the building.

6.5

In addition, before resuming hearings on site in August we will be conducting an assessment
of risk per hearing, looking at the hearing as an event.
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6.6

We will also be carrying out individual risk assessments with all our people. The template,
which is based on an NHS one, addresses the evidence of increased risk for colleagues of
BAME origin as well as clinical vulnerabilities. Our plan is to implement this one-to-one for all
our people (including associates and council members) before they are asked to resume
office-based working. Naturally, we are prioritising according to the phased and partial
approach to resumption of office-based working, starting with hearings and our weekly post
crew visits.

6.7

With non-GPhC visitors, such as witnesses attending hearings, our approach will be tailored
to reflect appropriately the different nature of our relationship with them.

7.

Monitoring and review

7.1

The chief executive is monitoring progress with the project closely, with the project team
twice a week and fortnightly with the senior leadership group as a whole. We will report as
relevant on matters of detail to appropriate committees and to Council overall regularly.

8.

Recommendations

The Council is asked to note the report and to agree the risk appetite statement at Annex A.
Duncan Rudkin
General Pharmaceutical Council
16 July 2020
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Annex A

Reset and renewal: risk appetite statement
Introduction
This statement is the result of a careful evaluation of how risks affecting the stated objectives of
the Reset and Renewal project should be managed.
A Risk Appetite Statement forms part of an organisation’s risk management policy. It articulates
the level and type of risk a Board or Council will accept in the strategic positioning and day-to-day
running of the organisation. Whilst a risk appetite statement would ordinarily be set at a strategic
level and encompass an organisation’s risk profile in the broadest sense, we consider that the
once in a lifetime challenges and opportunities presented by Covid-19 require their own careful
evaluation and statement of intent, agreed and owned by Council.
Whilst the project team have developed an operational approach to manage known project risks,
the variables and unknown risks that may present as time goes on mean a dynamic tool to aid
decision making is needed. This statement will enable the Executive to make quick decisions with a
clear steer from Council as to their appetite for taking on opportunities, in the context of their
potential impact on the organisation.
‘Risk appetite’ is the phrase used to describe how much risk, and the different categories of risk,
an organisation is willing to accept. Where a risk exceeds the risk appetite, something will usually
need to be done to reduce the risk. This may include introducing measures or systems to reduce
the likelihood of a risk materialising.
The GPhC ensures its approach is informed by its regulatory responsibilities and public protection
role. The GPhC generally therefore works to minimise and control risk, by taking an appropriate
and proportionate approach to risk. However, the GPhC recognises that the situation presented by
Covid-19 does not give the option of a wholly ‘risk-averse’ path, rather a series of decisions to
make as to where we are willing to accept a higher level of risk to lower the risk surrounding other
factors. This may include the trade-off between disruption to service, the health and wellbeing of
staff, associates, partners and visitors, and the level of cyber risk we are willing to accept to deliver
remote activities. Some of the risks we encounter cannot be controlled and managed, and the
GPhC must take decisions to accept that some risks will remain, as we pursue the most effective
strategy to reset and renew following the Pandemic.
Being too risk averse may also mean that opportunities associated with the potential for change
coming from our current way of working are missed. There is risk in the pursuit of opportunity, but
also in not taking them when they present. We consider that development of a risk appetite
statement will enable the Executive to take advantage of opportunities whilst managing the
associated risks down to a level that is acceptable to Council.
The broad categories of risk we consider the Reset and Renewal project is exposed to are as
follows:
•
•
•

Health, standards of safety, and wellbeing
Regulatory effectiveness
Organisational efficiency
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We have developed a statement on each area, which reflects Council’s appetite to the type of risk
we might face. This statement will form the broad basis for the decisions we make in relation to
the reset and renewal project. It will also act as a vehicle for the escalation of risks which exceed
Council’s appetite, but which cannot be managed within existing budget. This should be taken as a
framework for decision making and guide as to when to escalate to a colleague of appropriate
authority rather than an absolute doctrine directing every decision we make.

Levels of risk
The definitions of the different levels of risk that Council accepts in specific areas is set out below.
Appetite

Descriptions

Low

Avoidance of risk and uncertainty is a key organisational objective.

Low-medium

Preference for safe options that have a low degree of inherent risk, but may
only have a potential for limited reward.

Medium

Preference for safe options that have a low degree of risk, but prepared to
explore more radical solutions

Medium-high

Willing to consider all options, provided reasonable and rational plans can
be put in place to manage to associated risks

High

Eager to be innovative and to choose options offering potentially higher
business rewards, despite potential greater risk.

Categories of risk
Health, standards of safety, and wellbeing
Council has a low risk appetite for pursuing opportunities or managing hazards relating to the
safety standards within the office and the health and wellbeing of members, staff, associates,
partners and visitors. We recognise that there is a distinction between health and wellbeing at this
time, and are prepared to accept very little risk of us providing an office environment that is not in
line with the highest safety standards. We recognise that there may be a tension between
ensuring we provide an office space in line with the highest safety standards and the wellbeing
needs of a workforce that have been working remotely for a long period of time. This area of risk
will also include our duties under the Equality Act and our commitment to equality, diversity and
inclusion. We will seek to manage both down to as low a level as we possibly can through risk
assessment and continued engagement and monitoring of the needs of our staff, associates and
partners.
Regulatory effectiveness
Council has a low/medium risk appetite for pursuing opportunities and managing hazards around
our regulatory effectiveness. Whilst we will not compromise our duty to protect patients, we
recognise that some difficult decisions will need to be made and some risks taken to ensure that
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we can resume all of our regulatory responsibilities. We recognised early on that whilst there were
risks associated with holding hearings remotely, there were greater risks associated with not being
able to hold hearings at all. As such, we will seek to manage the risks associated with creating
variant processes as far as we can, whilst recognising that the resources we have available to
manage these risks and the need to act promptly mean that some risk will remain. For the
purposes of the reset and renewal project, the emphasis when considering regulatory
effectiveness, for the initial stage at least will focus generally on the resumption of hearings as a
section of our work that is inextricably linked to our office as a physical space.
Organisational efficiency
Council has a medium risk risk appetite for pursuing opportunities and managing hazards around
our organisational efficiency. This means that where there is conflict between our balancing risks
associated with health and safety or regulatory effectiveness, and the efficiency of our operation,
we are more prepared to accept risks associated with our organisational efficiency. We may be
required to change the way we work on a number of occasions to achieve our aims around health,
safety and wellbeing and regulatory effectiveness, and efficiency may at times suffer as a result of
this.
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Provisional registration and the registration
assessment: implementation update
Meeting paper for Council on 23 July 2020
Public business

Purpose
To update Council on implementation of the provisional registration scheme and the registration
assessment.

Recommendations
The Council is asked to note the update and agree the amendments to the policy at Annex A.

1.

Introduction

1.1

On 26 March, we announced that the registration assessments scheduled for June and
September were postponed due to the covid-19 pandemic and that we were considering a
form of provisional registration until the assessments could be rescheduled later in 2020 or
early 2021. On 21 May, Council agreed the policy for provisional registration and that the
registration assessment should be online.

1.2

Since the decision, we have continued to engage with a wide range of stakeholders, held
focus groups with patients and members of the public and taken forward work to implement
the provisional registration scheme and the online assessment. This has included:
•

IT development for the application process;

•

guidance for tutors and trainees on the final sign-off and applying for provisional
registration;

•

guidance for employers on employing provisional-registered pharmacists;

•

an equality impact assessment; and

•

arrangements to monitor the scheme once people begin employment.

2.

Provisional registration

2.1

Implementation: Pre-registration trainees are now applying to join the register on a
provisional basis and, as of 15 June, we have received over 1,150 applications. The
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application process has been straightforward for the majority of people, although we
needed to resolve a specific technical issue which affected a number of trainees for a short
period of time. Registrations will take effect from 1 August.
2.2

On 10 July, we published guidance for employers. This set out more detailed requirements
that employers must meet in relation to:
•

risk assessments: employers will be required to assess the context of practice; the
experience and qualifications of the pharmacy team, the provisional registrant’s
experience and portfolio of learning, particularly the sector in which they undertook their
training; and the risk mitigation measures they are taking. The risk assessments must be
reviewed monthly or sooner if circumstances change. It must also be used to identify those
at increased risk of covid-19 and taken into account when deciding how to deploy
provisionally-registered pharmacists.

•

transparency and raising concerns: if the provisional registrant is the responsible
pharmacist, the responsible pharmacist notice must display this. Employers must also
ensure the provisionally registered pharmacist understands the need to explain their status
to patients/members of the public if, for example, they are dealing with a complex enquiry
and need to check with a senior pharmacist.

•

patient safety requirements: provisional registrants must practise under the guidance and
direction of a senior pharmacist whose primary role is to provide clinical support and
guidance. The senior pharmacist must complete reports on the provisional registrant’s
conduct and performance on a monthly basis

•

support requirements: employers must signpost provisional registrants to training and
development opportunities; to identify a mentor; and encourage development of a peer
support network. They must also set out how they will provide study time prior to the
registration assessment which must be in addition to any study that may be carried out
during the individual’s annual leave or other free time.

2.2

Policy: Through our continued engagement with stakeholders and our work on the EIA, we
identified two areas where the policy needed clarification. Our original definitions did not
fully take account of the primary care settings where some provisional registrants intended
to work. We have therefore amended the policy to include a specific reference to this,
setting out the structured support that must be in place. We also identified a small cohort of
people who successfully completed their pre-registration training in 2019 and had not sat
the registration assessment previously for reasons such as illness or maternity leave. We
have therefore amended the policy to ensure this cohort is eligible, provided they obtain the
enhanced tutor sign-off that is an integral part of the assurance. The amended policy is at
annex A with changes highlighted in bold.

3.

Registration assessment
After the Council’s decision to move the pharmacist Registration Assessment online, we
initiated the procurement on 11 June. Bids are due to be returned by 22 July 1, after which

1

A verbal update on the bids will be provided at the meeting
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we will shortlist preferred bidders and invite them to set out their proposals in detail before
deciding in early August
We have established a project board to oversee development and delivery of the online
assessment. This includes members of the Board of Assessors and we have been working
with the Board and our external assessment advisers on the content of the assessment. The
underpinning principle is that the standard will remain the same. The question types will not
be altered, and reference materials will continue to be used. Individuals can still use the
sample questions on our website for reference. The material tested by the online
assessment will remain the same and the Registration Assessment Framework remains the
key reference document. As part of its usual assurance process, the Board will continue to
refine the final set and number of questions.

4.

Equality and diversity implications

4.1

We are now finalising the equality impact assessment and will be publishing this. The work
has helped inform our policy clarification for those who successfully completed
pre-registration training in 2019 and who had not taken the registration assessment. We
have also taken account of the views of stakeholders in completing the guidance for
employers.

5.

Communications

5.1

We have sent regular update emails to pre-registration trainees and tutors to make sure
they are aware of our decision to postpone the registration assessment and to keep them
up-to-date with our ongoing consideration of provisional registration. We have continued to
engage with stakeholders over the course of the last month to inform implementation of the
policy and have regularly updated our website Q&A and social media accounts. We have
also shared the guidance for trainees, tutors and employers with all key audiences through a
range of channels.

5.2

A summary of our focus groups with members of the public is at Annex B. We will continue
to provide more information as required, particularly in relation to the registration
assessment once the procurement has ended.

6.

Resource implications

6.1

Managing the process of registering individuals provisionally and monitoring the
arrangements in practice will be done within existing resources. There will be some cost
involved in procuring the online assessment and not rescheduling the pre-booked venues.
We will provide further information on this following selection of the preferred provider for
the online registration assessment and discussions with venues.

7.

Risk implications

7.1

The Council considered the risks carefully before agreeing the policy. We will monitor the
situation carefully (see below) and have set out detailed requirements in our procurement
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for the registration assessment recognising the specific risks of an online assessment.

8.

Monitoring and review

8.1

We will be monitoring the provisional registration scheme carefully, with particular
emphasis on ensuing that risk assessments have been completed and acted on. We will be
contacting provisional registrants directly through surveys and using the information to take
a strategic and proportionate approach by:
•

contacting employers directly where there is evidence that risk assessments or other
requirements have not been completed

•

compiling a representative sample of other employers reflecting location, size,
sector, and type of ownership

•

cross-referencing information with other intelligence, including any examples where
pharmacies are subject to recent enforcement action or current improvement action
plans

•

focusing strategically on owners employing multiple provisional registrants, using the
regular engagement we undertake through our strategic relationship managers

8.2

We will bring the findings together in a short, themed report to ensure learning can be
shared promptly and widely across the sector and to provide public assurance.

9.

Recommendations

The Council is asked to note the update and agree the amendments to the policy at Annex A.
Mark Voce, Director of Education and Standards
General Pharmaceutical Council
16 July 2020
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Annex A

Initial education and training standards for
pharmacists: criteria for registering provisionally
Introduction
On 26 March 2020, we announced that the registration assessments scheduled for June and September
had been postponed due to the Government restrictions on public gatherings and requirement for
social distancing caused by the coronavirus pandemic.
Due to the delay before a rescheduled assessment could take place, we said we would consider a form
of provisional registration so that pre-registration trainees could begin working from August as they had
planned to do.

Legislative framework
Article 4(3)(e) of the Pharmacy Order 2010 (“the Order”) states that one of the Council’s principal
functions is to set standards and requirements in respect of the education, training, acquisition of
experience and continual professional development that it is necessary for pharmacists and pharmacy
technicians to achieve in order to be entered in the Register.
Article 7 of the Order states that the Council must set the standards that are to be met in connection
with the carrying on of a retail pharmacy business at a registered pharmacy.
Articles 20 and 21 of the Order set out the requirements for pharmacists and pharmacy technicians to
gain entry to the Register and for the pre-entry requirements in respect of qualifications and additional
education, training and experience.
Under Article 42 of the Order, the Council must set the standards of proficiency for the safe and
effective practice of pharmacy which it is necessary for a person to achieve in order to be entered in
Part 1 of the Register (pharmacists) or Part 2 (pharmacy technicians).
Under Article 48 of the Order, the Council must set standards relating to the conduct, ethics and
performance expected of registrants.

Policy purpose
The purpose of this policy is to amend the criteria for registering as a pharmacist for a time-limited
period in order to allow pre-registration trainees who have been unable to sit the registration
assessment and who meet specific requirements to be provisionally entered on Part 1 of the register.

Policy statement
Our approach is based on the following principles:
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•
•
•
•
•

To maintain standards for entry to the register to protect patient safety and the quality of care
given to patients and the public both now and over the long term
To support the NHS and community pharmacy by strengthening the workforce at this critical time
To minimise blockages or gaps in the pipeline for qualified new registrants to join the profession
in 2020 and in coming years too
To safeguard the welfare of students and trainees whilst also ensuring that their hard work, and
that of their tutors, over many years is given suitable recognition at this key stage in their
professional lives
To enhance the transition from trainee to pharmacist by strengthening the framework of support
in their initial period of work

Eligibility criteria for registration
The following requirements for applying to provisionally register as a pharmacist apply from 1 July 2020
until 1 July 2021. During this period, individuals must sit the registration assessment at the first
opportunity if they are fit to do so and must pass the registration assessment in order to apply to
remain on the register. Any individual who fails the registration assessment will not be eligible to
remain on the register. They will need to sit and pass the registration assessment at a future date in
order to return to the register.
Individuals must have:
•
•
•
•

been awarded a GPhC-accredited Master of Pharmacy (MPharm) degree or Overseas
Pharmacists’ Assessment Programme (OSPAP)
successfully completed 52 weeks pre-registration training in 2019 or 2020
not previously failed the registration assessment
self-declared that they are fit to practise as a pharmacist; that they have read and understood
the parameters within which they must practise if their application is successful; an undertaking
to do so

Any fitness to practise matters disclosed or brought to the attention of the GPhC have been investigated
and resolved and the individual is fit to practise.
Tutor declaration
Individuals must also have received a final declaration from their tutor confirming they have met all 76
performance standards and that they are not subject to current fitness to practise proceedings. The
declaration must include a statement from the tutor that they believe the trainee is safe to be
registered provisionally; and that the trainee has demonstrated behaviours which indicate they could
meet the standards for pharmacy professionals once registered, including using their professional
judgement and speaking up when they have concerns or when things go wrong (standards 5 and 8 of
the standards for pharmacy professionals).
The declaration from the tutor must include confirmation that they have obtained the views of a named
second registrant or other healthcare professional who has either: overseen their training as a
Superintendent Pharmacist, Chief Pharmacist; been involved in the quality assurance of their training as
a member of an education and training organisation; or worked with the trainee as a member of the
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pharmacy or hospital team and who has confirmed they have not seen any behaviours or practice which
would prevent the individual meeting the standards for pharmacy professionals.
Employers
Employers must complete a risk assessment (referred to below) before a provisionally registered
pharmacist starts work.
Practising as a provisionally registered pharmacist
Persons who are registered provisionally must not work as a locum pharmacist by which we mean they
must not work on a self-employed basis, or only have a contract or agreement in place with a locum
agency. The provisional registration scheme is intended to ensure that all provisionally registered
pharmacists will be employed directly by the organisation or business in which they are working.
Persons must practise under the guidance and direction of a senior pharmacist. Individuals who are
provisionally registered are not eligible to be a Superintendent Pharmacist or Chief Pharmacist. They
may operate as the Responsible Pharmacist. The requirements set out below apply to all persons
registered provisionally and both the patient safety and support requirements are mandatory.
We will issue standards for employers which will set out the framework in which pharmacists who are
registered provisionally must operate. This will include information about the structured support that
must be in place and the requirements that must be fulfilled when considering the location in which
they will practise and the responsibilities they will be expected to undertake. In particular, the
standards must include:
Patient safety requirements
Guidance and direction of a senior pharmacist
Persons who are registered provisionally must have a contract of employment with the organisation or
business in which they are practising.
They may only practise within an organisation which has either a Superintendent pharmacist or a Chief
Pharmacist or is owned by a pharmacist. 1
Provisionally registered persons must practise only under the guidance and direction of a senior
pharmacist.
The senior pharmacist must be either:

1

A provisionally registered pharmacist may work in a primary care setting where there is no Superintendent or
Chief Pharmacist provided that the organisation employs a senior clinician who is a registered healthcare
professional (for example a Primary Care Network clinical director or GP partner) responsible for the safe
delivery of services. The organisation must also employ a senior pharmacist with at least two years’ experience
in the sector to provide guidance and direction to the provisionally registered pharmacist and must provide a
named clinical supervisor in the workplace (who may also be the senior pharmacist). The senior pharmacist
must complete the required risk assessment with the senior clinician, unless the Clinical Director or GP Partner
is also a senior pharmacist.
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o the owner of the registered pharmacy (in the context of a registered pharmacy owned by an
individual pharmacist), or
o the Superintendent Pharmacist or Chief Pharmacist, or
o a pharmacist with at least two years’ experience and who has been nominated by the
Superintendent or Chief Pharmacist.
The senior pharmacist must be available to be contacted by the provisionally-registered pharmacist to
provide guidance and direction to them. The senior pharmacist must provide reports to the Council on
demand on the provisionally registered pharmacist’s conduct and performance. The senior pharmacist
must also conduct a review at least monthly of the risk assessment mentioned below and update it no
less frequently.
Risk assessment
Before the provisionally registered pharmacist begins working, the pharmacy owner or Superintendent
Pharmacist or Chief Pharmacist (as relevant) must carry out (or cause to be carried out) a risk
assessment to take account of:
o The registrant’s experience and portfolio of learning, particularly the sector(s) in which they
undertook their pre-registration training, and any information provided by the tutor;
o The nature and volume of services carried out in the locations where the registrant will practise
o The number and qualifications of other members of the pharmacy team.
Additional support requirements
•
•

Provision for study time prior to the registration assessment
Signposting to relevant programmes and training provided by professional bodies and education
providers, including the availability of a mentor, so the provisionally-registered pharmacist can
consider what programmes and training may be appropriate and useful for them

The registration assessment
Individuals who are registered provisionally as pharmacists will not be eligible to remain registered with
the GPhC upon the expiry of the 12- month period of provisional registration unless they have sat and
passed the registration assessment within the 12 months of provisional registration.
The GPhC will not extend the period of provisional registration.
Subject to the outcome of a procurement exercise, the registration assessment will be delivered online
as soon as is practicable, taking account of the necessary technical, security, accessibility and content
issues. This reflects the current Government requirements in relation to social distancing and large
gatherings and takes account of the possibility of such requirements either continuing or being reimposed later. Further information will be provided once the procurement is complete and individuals
will be given a minimum of 2 months’ notice of the date for the assessment.
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Standards
All persons registered provisionally will be required to meet the standards for pharmacy professionals.
As part of this, they will be required to work within their areas of competence and make clear to their
employer if there are specific tasks of practices that they do not feel competent to undertake.
Any fitness to practise concern about a person who is registered provisionally will be investigated in line
with the published organisational policy, with account taken of the context in which the person is
working.

Implementation of policy
We will provide guidance to employers, tutors and pre-registration trainees in June 2020 so that those
wishing to apply to be registered provisionally can do so from July 2020 and take up employment
thereafter.

GPhC
May 2020
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Annex B
Provisional registration: summary of focus groups with members of the public
We held two focus groups to explore views on provisional registration with members of the public on 10
and 12 June 2020. Each focus group was with 8 people, who were from England, Scotland and Wales,
and broadly representative of the population. Focus group participants were recruited through Saros, a
market research company. The focus groups were held using Zoom.
The majority of participants felt that the additional safeguards in place would ensure people received
safe and effective care from provisionally-registered pharmacists. They felt the experience gained over
the pre-registration year was a better indicator of being ready to practise, rather than the ability to pass
an exam. Participants felt that those who had worked with the trainee would be in a good position to
sign them off. Some participants felt that tutors could be more reluctant to sign off a trainee without
the extra check of the exam because it placed a greater responsibility on tutor.
The majority of participants felt supervision for provisionally registered pharmacists was important, and
that it was better for them to be working in teams where the other staff are more experienced. Some
felt that the senior pharmacist may also need additional support to balance the supervisor role with
their own work. Most agreed that provisionally registered pharmacists should be undertaking
continuing professional development and training. Some participants also felt mentorship should be
available to those who needed additional support.
There were a mix of views regarding letting patients and the public know that the pharmacist is
provisionally-registered. Some said it would not matter to them if they were speaking to a provisionally
registered pharmacist and felt no need to be told. Others felt it was important patients and the public
were made aware that the pharmacist was provisionally registered.
Overall participants agreed that indicating on the responsible pharmacist notice that the person was
provisionally registered, with a link to further information, would be the most appropriate way to
inform patients and the public.
Participants said these proposals would have a positive impact overall for patients and the public by
increasing the workforce and further alleviating pressure on the health service. None of the participants
identified any negative impacts for people with protected characteristics.
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Governance framework: review of key
documents
Meeting paper for Council on 23 July 2020
Public session

Purpose
To note the recent review of our core governance framework documents

Recommendations
The Council is asked to approve the updated Scheme of Delegation

1.

Introduction

1.1

In line with good governance practice, it is essential that we review our governance
structures and processes routinely, so that they support and underpin our work, giving
assurance to our stakeholders that we operate as an effective and efficient regulator. This
includes making sure that our supporting policies and procedures are fit for purpose, up to
date and in line with relevant legislation and other good corporate governance guidance.

1.2

A robust and effective governance framework will also help support the organisation to
achieve its Vision 2030 and Strategic Plan 2020-2025, deliver its statutory responsibilities as
a regulator, and prepare for the impact of future governance reform.

1.3

There are a number of different policies and procedures that form part of our core
governance framework. Most significantly, this includes:
a. Scheme of delegation – the scheme is intended to facilitate the efficient and effective
functioning of the GPhC. It sets out matters reserved to the Council; matters delegated
to the Chief Executive & Registrar (CE&R), which may be carried out by persons
nominated by the CE&R; and, matters delegated to committees or other structures. The
current scheme was approved by the Council in June 2014.
b. Authority framework – the authority framework sets out the different levels of
management authority across the organisation, as delegated by the CE&R, including
delegated decision points relating to the Registrar’s statutory functions. It is designed to
ensure that decisions are taken at the right management level across the organisation.
The current framework was approved by the CE&R and Senior Leadership Group in June
2014.

Governance framework: review of key documents
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c. Standing financial instructions - the Standing Financial Instructions (SFIs) are designed to
ensure that the GPhC's financial transactions are carried out in accordance with the
responsibilities laid upon it by parliament as well as other financial reporting
requirements. They set out the key principles and controls to maintain proper financial
integrity and stewardship of our assets and resources. The current SFIs were last updated
in November 2015.

2.

Governance framework: review of key documents

2.1

In early 2019, following structural, leadership and staff changes to the governance and
finance teams, we started a wholesale review and refresh of our governance framework,
policies and procedures.

2.2

Over the course of 2019, we reviewed and updated over 20 key governance policies and
procedures, many of which were approved by the Council at various meetings throughout
the year. This included updates to documents such as the Standing Orders of the Council
and non-statutory Committees. For information, the list of recently updated governance
documents is attached at Annex A.
Scope of review

2.3

In February 2020, we started a larger piece of work to update our overarching governance
framework documents. In brief, the scope of this work was as follows:
“To review and refresh the current Scheme of Delegation, Authority Framework and
Standing Financial Instructions, taking account of the current operational arrangements and
legal framework, and to prepare revised drafts for approval by the Senior Leadership Group
and the Council”

2.4

This paper sets out the outcome of the review, summarises the key changes across the core
documents, and presents the updated Scheme of Delegation to the Council for approval.
External assurance

2.5

As part of the review, we sought assurance from two different external sources:
a. An advisory review by our internal auditors TIAA
The objective of the advisory review was to compare our existing governance documents
with best practice, to identify opportunities and areas for improvements. The advisory
review did not identify any fundamental issues with our overall governance framework.
However, it highlighted some areas to be updated and refreshed across the suite of core
documents. On a positive note, the improvement areas identified by TIAA were consistent
with those already identified through our own internal preparatory and review work. The
outcome of the advisory review was reported to the Audit & Risk Committee in June 2020.
b. External governance advice from Augury Consulting
We also sought advice from an external governance consultant, to ensure that the
proposed revisions to the core documents were appropriate and reflected current good
practice.

Governance framework: review of key documents
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As part of this, we sought specific advice on whether the current scheme (and the
proposed amendments) comply with the good governance principles set out in the
Financial Reporting Council (FRC) UK Corporate Governance Code 1. This question was
raised specifically by the Audit and Risk Committee at its last meeting on 2 June 2020.
It is important to note that the FRC Code is directed at commercial companies, although
the same principles apply in a number of other governance codes directed at ‘not for
profit’ and other Government organisations (for example, The Good Governance Standard
for Public Services).
A full review of the effectiveness of the GPhC governance structures was not included
within the scope of this current project. However, we received advice and assurance that
our current framework (and the proposed amendments) comply with the principal
elements of the UK Corporate Governance Code.
2.6

As part of this work, we also considered the external context, including the governance
frameworks adopted by other health and social care regulators, to ensure that we are taking
a consistent approach where possible.

2.7

By way of example, on 20 May 2020, the NMC reported the outcome of its external board
effectiveness review carried out by KMPG, which included a number of recommendations to
improve the effectiveness and agility of its governance arrangements. Likewise, on 21 May
2020, the PSA reported to its Board on proposed updates to its own governance framework,
including its Scheme of Delegation. We are continuing to monitor what others are doing in
this area, to identify any further learning, which may be relevant to our own work.

2.8

We also continue to share good practice and learning through our inter-regulatory
governance group meetings.

Summary of key changes
2.9

Overall, we are satisfied that our core governance framework remains appropriate, fit for
purpose and in line with good corporate governance practice.

2.10 However, we identified a number of areas for improvement, including necessary updates to
reflect changes in legislation or wider ways of working. We also introduced better
alignment across the suite of core documents.
a. Updates to the Authority Framework
2.11 We made a number of important changes to our authority framework. For example, we
explicitly linked our authority framework to our organisational culture statement and
behavioural framework, as well as our wider strategy and planning processes. We also
reflected good practice governance advice (for example, shifting in the emphasis of the
framework to provide more clarity on the types of decisions staff are authorised to make
rather than what they can’t). And, we reviewed and updated all delegated decision points
Financial Reporting Council – UK Corporate Governance Code 2018 - https://www.frc.org.uk/directors/corporategovernance-and-stewardship/uk-corporate-governance-code (All companies with a Premium Listing of equity shares
in the UK are required under the Listing Rules to report in their annual report and accounts on how they have applied
the Code)
1
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relating to the Registrar’s statutory functions (including the exceptions list) with input from
operational teams.
2.12 The new authority framework was approved by the Senior Leadership Group on 7 July 2020.
b. Updates to the scheme of delegation
2.13 We recommend that the Scheme of Delegation continues to be based on the principle of
subsidiarity, so as to maximise effectiveness and efficiency, and to allow the GPhC to
respond promptly to changes in circumstances. This will continue to specify which matters
are reserved to the Council and which are delegated to the CE&R, or to other Committees.
2.14 However, we have made a number of important changes to the document:
•

reflected wider organisational changes, working arrangements and updates to other
GPhC policies and procedures

•

incorporated feedback and advice from relevant internal audit reports

•

reflected changes to our own legal framework as well as wider legislative changes
(for example, new powers introduced through the Pharmacy (Premises Standards,
Information Obligations, etc.) Order as well up to date data protection requirements)

•

removed unnecessary or out of date references (for example, references to historical
transitional arrangements) and summaries of operational policies and procedures
which are covered elsewhere

•

reflected new committee structures and updated terms of reference

•

reflected relevant changes across Great Britain (for example, updating references to
the Welsh Language Commissioner)

•

aligned the matters reserved to the Council in relation to equality, diversity and
inclusion with our wider legal obligations under the Equality Act.

2.15 On 7 July 2020, the Senior Leadership Groups approved the revised Scheme of Delegation
for recommendation to the Council.
2.16 The Council is now asked to approve the updated Scheme of Delegation at Annex B.
d. Updates to the Standing Financial Instructions
2.17 We are currently finalising updates to our Standing Financial Instructions. These will be
presented to the Council for approval in September 2020.

3.

Equality and diversity implications

3.1

The review did not raise any specific equality, diversity or inclusion implications.

3.2

Our legal obligations relating to equality, as well as our wider commitment to equality,
diversity and inclusion in the broadest sense, continue to be reflected through our
governance framework, policies and procedures.

4.

Communications

4.1

Once the scheme of delegation is approved by the Council, we will implement a number of
staff training sessions, to raise awareness of the key changes across the organisation.

Governance framework: review of key documents
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4.2

We will also work with HR, to ensure that all staff (including new starters) are aware of the
revised authority framework, to help everyone to understand the scope of their authority,
and to use this in their day-today decision-making in line with our culture statement and
behavioural framework.

5.

Resource implications

5.1

The cost of the review is within the existing governance budget. There are no other specific
resource implications arising from the review or from any other aspects of this report.

6.

Risk implications

6.1

The Scheme of Delegation, Authority Framework and Standing Financial Instructions are a
fundamental element of the Council’s governance framework and should be kept up-todate. The Council’s overarching statutory duty to protect the public is reflected in the
Scheme of Delegation.

7.

Monitoring and review

7.1

We propose that the Scheme of Delegation is reviewed again in two years, or in line with any
relevant legislative, good practice or organisational change.

7.2

We anticipate that these documents will also need to be reviewed to reflect any changes
arising from the ongoing discussions relating to regulatory governance reform, as well as any
changes following the end of the transition period in December 2020.

7.3

Notwithstanding the likely need for further review, this revised documentation helps
establish a clearer and more up to date baseline by reference to which future changes can
be managed sensibly and transparently.

8.

Recommendations

The Council is asked to approve the updated Scheme of Delegation
Laura McClintock, Chief of Staff
General Pharmaceutical Council
15 July 2020
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List of updated governance policies and procedures

Annex A

Please note that this list has been extracted from our wider GPHC organisational policies and
procedures library, which includes other key function areas such as finance and procurement, risk
management, human resources, information governance, and associates and partners. This is why the
reference numbers are not completely sequential. Within this library, we are able to track and monitor
policy and procedure updates and review dates, along with a snap shot summary of the most recent
changes to the document.
The date in brackets relates to when the policy is next due for review. Please note that the review dates
were agreed with the policy approver (for example, the Council, or the Senior Leadership Group) when
the policies were last updated. Generally, governance policies and procedures are reviewed every 2-3
years, or annually where this is specifically required (for example, in the case of all non-statutory
committee terms of reference). However, it is important to note that policies may be reviewed earlier,
where necessary. For example, to reflect updated legislation, working arrangements, audit findings or
other good practice guidance.
Recently updated governance policies and procedures
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

GPHC0003 - Audit & Risk Committee Terms of Reference (March 2021)
GPHC0005 - Remuneration Committee Terms of Reference (June 2021)
GPHC0021 - Appointment of members of the non-statutory committees (November 2021)
GPHC0022 - Raising concerns (whistleblowing) (November 2021)
GPHC0023 - Anti-bribery policy (November 2021)
GPHC0025 - Standing Orders of the Council (April 2022)
GPHC0026 - Standing Orders of the non-statutory Committees (April 2022)
GPHC0027 - Standards of Education and Learning for Council members (April 2022)
GPHC0028 - Standards of Attendance for Council members (April 2022)
GPHC0030 - Reappointment of the Chair and Council members (April 2021)
GPHC0031 - Chair deputising arrangements (April 2022)
GPHC0032 - Council member appraisals (April 2022)
GPHC0033 - Non staff expenses policy (November 2020)
GPHC0035 - Finance & Planning Committee Terms of Reference (March 2021)
GPHC0038 - Conflicts of Interest policy (November 2023)
GPHC0039 - Gifts and hospitality policy (November 2023)
GPHC0040 - Governance statement, including openness in Council meetings (November 2023)
GPHC0041 - Values, Conduct & Behaviours of Council members (April 2023)
GPHC0042 - Managing enquiries from parliamentarians and coroners (February 2023)
GPHC0043 - Guide to giving feedback or making an organisational complaint (October 2022)
GPHC0044 - Dealing with unreasonably persistent contacts (October 2022)

Current reviews
•
•
•
•

GPHC0048 Scheme of Delegation (for approval in July 2020)
GPHC0049 Authority Framework (approved by the Senior Leadership Group in July 2020)
GPHC0050 Standing Financial Instructions (for approval in September 2020)
GPHC0051 Managing complaints about Council members (for approval in September 2020)
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Scheme of delegation
GPhC0048 Version 1.2
The Scheme of Delegation sets out who has the authority to make decisions within the General
Pharmaceutical Council, including the matters reserved to the Council or delegated to the Chief
Executive and Registrar, or to other non-statutory committees or structures.
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1.

Introduction

1.1

The Pharmacy Order 2010 imposes statutory functions on the Council of the General
Pharmaceutical Council and on its Registrar. In practice, many of these functions will be carried
out by the GPhC’s employees, within the terms of the legislation and the policies set by the
Council.

1.2

The Scheme of Delegation (‘the Scheme’) takes account of a number of factors relating to the
GPhC’s functions under the Pharmacy Order 2010 including:
making Rules is a statutory responsibility of the Council itself and cannot be delegated 1
some functions are expected to be discharged by the Council
some functions are the statutory responsibility of the Registrar (these are not covered in the
Scheme, but are summarised in Appendix A for completeness)
some functions are carried out by statutory committees, while others are delegated to nonstatutory committees (these are described in Section 6 below)

•
•
•
•

2.

Purpose

2.1

The Scheme is intended to facilitate the efficient and effective functioning of the GPhC. It is based
on subsidiarity, so as to maximise effectiveness and efficiency, and to allow the GPhC to respond
promptly to changes in circumstances.

2.2

This means that decisions are taken at the lowest level competent to take them, enabling the
Council to focus on those tasks that only the Council can or should perform, such as
•
•
•
•
•

approving vision, strategy and budget
reviewing corporate performance and holding the executive to account
approving regulatory policy
setting professional standards
taking the final decision on matters of strategic significance, or which pose a substantial
risk to the organisation.

2.3

Other than where functions are delegated to committees or other structures, the Council regards
the Chief Executive & Registrar (CE&R) as its single point of delegation and holds this position
accountable for meeting the Council's expectations for organisational performance.

2.4

The CE&R may delegate functions further and will be held accountable by the Council for the
discharge of all functions delegated under the Scheme. This accountability is demonstrated
through monitoring reports submitted to the Council.

3.

Scope

3.1

Overall, the Scheme sets out:

Under Article 18(3) of the Pharmacy Order 2010, the Council may delegate any of its functions to the Registrar
except the power to make Rules.
1
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•
•
•

matters reserved to the Council;
matters delegated to the CE&R (which may also be carried out by persons nominated by the
CE&R)
matters delegated to non-statutory committees or other structures

Exercise of delegated powers
3.2

Where power is delegated under the Scheme, the power must be exercised in a manner which is
consistent with relevant legislation, including the Pharmacy Order 2010, the General
Pharmaceutical Council (Constitution) Order 2010 and with the Council’s policies. References in
the Scheme to powers under legislation are references to the Pharmacy Order 2010 unless
otherwise stated.

3.3

In particular, the decision-maker must have regard to articles 6(1), 6(1A) and 6(2) of the Order
which underlines that the GPhC’s over-arching objective in exercising its functions is the
protection of the public. In exercising its functions, the Council (including its staff and committees)
must have proper regard to the interests of persons using or needing the services of registrants,
the interests of all registrants and prospective registrants; and the interests of persons carrying on
a retail pharmacy business at or from a registered pharmacy.

3.4

The decision-maker must also recognise that lawful exercise of a statutory power requires not only
compliance with the conditions laid down for its performance but also with the principle that all
statutory powers must be exercised in good faith, in a reasonable manner and for their proper
purpose.
Withdrawal of delegated powers

3.5

The Scheme remains in force unless and until it is amended or revoked by the Council.

4.

Matters reserved to the Council

4.1

The Council retains responsibility for determining the strategy of the GPhC and setting the GPhC’s
policy, to a level where the Council can accept any reasonable interpretation of its policy.

4.2

The power to make Rules under the Order is reserved to the Council by virtue of arts 4(7) and
18(3) of the Order and cannot be delegated.

4.3

In addition to making Rules, the Council retains responsibility for the following functions which, to
the extent that it is lawful to do so, may only be delegated by means of a specific resolution of the
Council:
Regulatory functions
i.

Setting the standards to be met in connection with the carrying on of a retail pharmacy
business at or from a registered pharmacy (art 7(1));

ii.

Setting standards of proficiency for the safe and effective practice of pharmacy which it is
necessary for a person to achieve in order to be entered in Part 1 or 2 of the register as a
pharmacist or a pharmacy technician (art 42(1)(a));

iii.

Setting standards of education, training & experience that providers must meet to enable a
person to achieve the standards of proficiency set under art 42(1)(a) and any requirements to
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be satisfied for admission to and continued participation in education and training for
prospective pharmacists or pharmacy technicians (art 42(1)(b));
iv.

Setting the criteria by reference to which the standards of education, training & experience
that providers must meet to enable a person to achieve the standards of proficiency set under
art 42(1)(a) are set (art 42(6)(a));

v.

Setting standards of proficiency for the safe and effective practice of pharmacy which it is
necessary for a registrant to maintain in order to have an entry in Part 1 or 2 of the register
renewed (art 43(1)(a));

vi.

Setting standards relating to the conduct, ethics and performance expected of registrants (art
48(1)(a));

vii.

Setting standards of continuing professional development which it is necessary for a registrant
to maintain in order to continue to meet the standards of proficiency set under art 43(1)(a)
(art 43(1)(b));

viii.

Consulting such persons as the Council considers appropriate on the development of criteria
by reference to which compliance with the standards of continuing professional development
(CPD) set under art 43(1)(b) is to be monitored (and under art 43(3)(b) publishing those
criteria as it considers appropriate) (art 43(3)(a);

ix.

Adopting and maintaining a framework relating to requirements and conditions to be met by
registrants in respect of their CPD (arts 43(4)(a) & (5));

x.

Requiring registrants to complete an annual declaration of compliance with the framework
and to submit their CPD records to the Registrar for review (art 43(4)(b));

xi.

Approving rules, standards and criteria for the purposes of consultation (arts 5(1), 36(6),
43(3)(a), 66(3));

xii.

Setting the criteria to be taken into account in deciding whether to grant approvals of courses,
qualifications, tests, providers or premises under art 42 (art 42(6)(b));

xiii.

Refusing or withdrawing approval of a course, qualification, test, institution or other provider
(art 47(2)(b));

xiv.

Determining the programmes, courses and the amount and type of education, training or
experience required to obtain an annotation in respect of a specialisation (art 44(1)(a)(i)-(ii));

xv.

Approving qualifications outside Great Britain as attesting to a standard of proficiency that it
is necessary to achieve in order to be entered in Part 1 or Part 2 of the register (arts 21(1)(d)(i)
and 22(1)(c)(i));

xvi.

Publishing or providing in such manner as it sees fit guidance to registrants, employers or
others in respect of the standards for the education, training, supervision and performance of
persons who are not registrants but who provide services in connection with those provided
by registrants (Sch 1, para 6(2));

xvii.

Determining threshold criteria stating types of allegations that should not be referred to the
Investigating Committee (art 52(2)(a));
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xviii.

Determining, in the light of advice from the Appointments Committee, the minimum
competencies required for appointment as a chair, deputy chair or other member of a
statutory committee (Sch 1, para 5(1) and Statutory Committees and their Advisers Rules, R9);

xix.

Approving the procedure for suspension or removal of a statutory committee member, or the
removal of a person on a reserve list, by the Appointments Committee (Sch 1, para 5(1) and
Statutory Committees and their Advisers Rules, R14);

xx.

Determining fees to be charged in connection with entry to the pre-registration scheme and
registration assessment for prospective pharmacists, and the assessment of overseasqualified pharmacists (art 65(1));
Internal control, assurance and accountability

xxi.

Approving the Council’s standing orders and any other policies regulating the Council’s own
procedures (Sch 1, para 3(5));

xxii.

Approving the Council’s standing financial instructions (Sch 1, para 3(1));

xxiii.

Appointing the external and internal auditors, following consideration of any
recommendation of the Audit & Risk Committee (Sch 1, paras 3(1) and 7(3));

xxiv.

Approving the Council’s annual budget and business plan (Sch 1, para 3(1));

xxv.

Approving any report, plan or accounts to be submitted to the Privy Council (Sch 1, paras 7(4)
& 8(2);

xxvi.

Approving all borrowing of monies by the GPhC, with the exception of any overdraft which is
offset against funds in other GPhC accounts (Sch 1, para 3(2)(a));

xxvii.

Acquiring or disposing of any freehold or leasehold interest in land and property, or other
interest in land (Sch 1, para 3(1));

xxviii.

Determining and reviewing the organisation’s overall investment policy, objectives, risk
appetite and target returns (Sch 1, para 3(1));

xxix.

Determining the remuneration and expenses policies applying to members of the Council (Sch
1, sub-para 3(2)(g));

xxx.

Determining the organisation’s approach to risk and monitoring strategic risks to the
achievement of the Council’s objectives (Sch 1, para 3(1));

xxxi.

Establishing or abolishing any non-statutory committee, sub-committee or working group of
the Council and agreeing its remit, terms of reference and standing orders (art 4(7) and Sch 1,
paras 3(2)(d)-(f));

xxxii.

Appointing, or agreeing arrangements for the appointment of, members to any non-statutory
committee, sub-committee or working group (art 4(7) and Sch 1, paras 3(2)(d)-(f));

xxxiii.

Appointing an appointments team led by the Chair of Council and including two other Council
members (one lay, one registrant), and an external assessor, advised by the Director of
People, to define and oversee the recruitment process for the Chief Executive & Registrar and
to make a recommendation to the Council on this appointment (art 18(1));

xxxiv.

Appointing or removing the Chief Executive & Registrar (art 18(1));
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xxxv.

Suspending a member provisionally under standing orders, pending a decision of the Privy
Council on whether or not to suspend that member under GPhC Constitution Order, para 7(4)
(Standing Orders);

xxxvi.

Publishing, in such manner as it sees fit, reports of routine inspections, special inspections and
other visits to registered pharmacies by inspectors, and the reports may include an account of
the outcomes of those inspections and visits (art. 9(3))

xxxvii.

Approving the Council’s scheme of delegation (Sch 1, para 3(1));
Equality, diversity and inclusion

xxxviii.

Approving the GPhC’s equality and diversity scheme (Sch 1, para 3(1)), including any equality,
diversity and inclusion strategy.

xxxix.

Approving any report, plan or accounts to be submitted to the Privy Council, which includes a
requirement to publish a “description of the arrangements that the Council has in place to
ensure that it adheres good practice in relation to equality and diversity” (Sch 1, paras 8(1)(a))
Please note that in addition to the statutory reporting requirements in the Pharmacy Order,
the Council remains responsible for overseeing the work that the GPhC carries out to
demonstrate compliance with the Public Sector Equality Duty under Section 149 of the
Equality Act 2010. This requires the GPhC, in the exercise of its functions, to have due regard
to each of the statutory objectives, including the need to:
•

eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduct that is
prohibited by or under this Act;

•

advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it;

•

foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected characteristic
and persons who do not share it.

4.4

The Council is also responsible for making decisions in relation to any matter in which the person
who would otherwise have delegated authority to act has an actual or potential interest.

5.

Matters delegated to the Chief Executive & Registrar (CE&R) (art 18(3))

5.1

The remit of the CE&R is to direct the affairs and manage the resources of the GPhC within the
framework established by the Council. In exercising their remit, the CE&R has delegated authority
to act in any matter that is not expressly reserved to the Council.

5.2

The CE&R is accountable to the Council for their decisions and must provide such reports as the
Council may require in order to carry out its role effectively.

5.3

The CE&R has a responsibility to inform the Council at the earliest opportunity of any matters
which may represent a significant regulatory, strategic, legal, financial or reputational risk or issue
for the Council.

5.4

The CE&R is responsible, within the Council’s policies, for:
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Regulatory functions
i.

Determining the information to be contained in lists derived from the register (art 19(6));

ii.

Establishing arrangements for the publication and inspection of lists derived from the register
(art 19(7));

iii.

Notifying all GB providers concerned with the education and training of prospective
registrants of the standards and requirements set by the Council under art 42(1)(b) (art
42(3)(a));

iv.

Taking steps to satisfy the Council that the standards and requirements it has set under art
42(1)(b) are being met (art 42(3)(b));

v.

Publishing the criteria by reference to which the standards of education, training &
experience that providers must meet to enable a person to achieve the standards of
proficiency set under art 42(1)(a) are set (art 42(6)(a));

vi.

Publishing the criteria to be taken into account in deciding whether to grant approvals of
courses, qualifications, tests, providers or premises under art 42 (art 42(6)(b));

vii.

Maintaining and publishing the Council’s list of approved courses, qualifications, institutions,
providers and tutors, and those which were approved but are no longer approved, together
with the periods for which approval was given (art 42(7));

viii.

Approving, or arranging with others to approve:

ix.

•

courses of education or training which would confer the standards of proficiency for
the safe and effective practice of pharmacy set by the Council (art 42(4)(a));

•

such other courses of education or training as the Council considers appropriate (art
42(4)(b));

•

qualifications granted following success in an assessment taken as part of an
approved course (art 42(4)(c));

•

such tests of competence, or of proficiency in the knowledge and use of English, as
the Council may require (art 42(4)(d));

•

institutions or other providers, including tutors, of postgraduate education and
training leading to an approved qualification, including determining that such
providers are properly organised and equipped for conducting the whole or part of an
approved course (art 42(4)(e));

•

premises as suitable for postgraduate education & training leading to an approved
qualification (art 42(4)(f));

•

a course of education or training run outside GB which is intended to lead to an
approved qualification, or an institution or other provider of such a course of
education or training (art 42(5)(a)-(b));

Imposing probationary or remedial arrangements or conditions on an institution or other
provider in relation to a course, qualification or test (art 47(2)(a)), subject to the Registrar
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notifying the Council of the use of this delegated power;
x.

Establishing, maintaining and publishing lists of premises to be used as training
establishments (art 44(1)(d));

xi.

Appointing visitors from those appointed under the governance arrangements for associates
to visit any particular place, institution or other provider for the purposes of the Order
relating to education, training, assessments or tests (art 45(4) & (6));

xii.

Sending visitors’ reports to the institution or other provider concerned and notifying it of the
period within which it may comment on the report (art 45(9));

xiii.

Publishing visitors’ reports and any responses to such reports, where the respondent has
asked for this to be published (art 45(12));

xiv.

Notifying an institution or other provider when the GPhC is considering imposing
probationary or remedial arrangements or conditions, or is considering refusing or
withdrawing approval of a course, qualification, test, institution or provider, and informing it
of the period within which it may make observations on the matters raised (art 47(4));

xv.

Notifying an institution or other provider of a decision to impose probationary or remedial
arrangements or conditions, or to refuse or withdraw approval of a course, qualification, test,
institution or provider, and of the right of appeal (art 47(6));

xvi.

Using best endeavours, when approval of a course, institution or provider is withdrawn, to
secure that any person undertaking that course or studying with that institution or provider
at the time is given the opportunity to attend an approved course conducted by an approved
institution or provider (art 47(8));

xvii.

Determining the education, training or experience required to address fitness to practise
matters (art 44(1)(a)(iii));

xviii.

Issuing confirmation of good standing to registrants (Sch 1, para 3(1));

xix.

Determining whether an exempt person is ‘appropriately qualified’ as a pharmacist or as a
pharmacy technician under the General Systems Regulations (arts 21(1)(c) and 22(1)(b));

xx.

Determining whether an exempt person is ‘appropriately qualified’ as a pharmacist where
that person does not have a qualification in pharmacy which has been designated by the
Privy Council as an approved qualification and who does not fall under the General Systems
Regulations (art 21(1)(d)(ii)(aa));

xxi.

Determining whether an exempt or non-exempt person is ‘appropriately qualified’ as a
pharmacist where that person holds a qualification in pharmacy obtained outside Great
Britain which has not been approved by the Council as attesting to the standard set by the
Council (art 21(1)(d)(ii)(bb));

xxii.

Determining whether an exempt person is ‘appropriately qualified’ as a pharmacy technician
where that person does not fall under the General Systems Regulations (art 22(1)(c)(ii)(aa));

xxiii.

Determining whether an exempt or non-exempt person is ‘appropriately qualified’ as a
pharmacy technician where that person holds a qualification in pharmacy obtained outside
Great Britain which has not been approved by the Council as attesting to the standard set by
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the Council (art 22(1)(c)(ii)(bb));
xxiv.

Determining whether an applicant for registration should meet additional education, training
or experience requirements and determining the nature of those requirements (art
20(1)(a)(iii)),

xxv.

Determining whether an applicant has the necessary knowledge of English and requesting
further evidence, information or documents or requiring the applicant to undergo an
examination or other assessment (art 23A(4) and (6));

xxvi.

Determining the form and manner of application for registration (including annotation of the
register), renewal of registration, voluntary removal from and restoration to the register and
the information to be provided. (arts 23(1)(a), 27(1)(b), 31(1)(a), 37(3)(a) This also includes
determining the form and manner of applications relating to premises under the Medicines
Act 1968);

xxvii.

Determining the form of notices of registration (art 26(2));

xxviii.

Consulting upon rules, standards and criteria approved for consultation by the Council (arts
5(1), 36(6), 43(3)(a), 66(3));

xxix.

Publishing the standards or criteria set and rules made by the Council (arts 36(2), 42(2),
43(2), 43(3)(b), 48(2));

xxx.

Publishing the CPD framework adopted by the Council (art 43(6));

xxxi.

Publishing or providing information about the regulation of pharmacists, pharmacy
technicians and pharmacy premises (Sch 1, para 3(1));

xxxii.

Publishing or providing guidance agreed by the Council to registrants, employers or others in
respect of the standards for the education, training, supervision and performance of persons
who are not registrants but who provide services in connection with those provided by
registrants (Sch 1, para6(2));

xxxiii.

Appointing, from members appointed by the Appointments Committee, the members of
panels to hear appeals or conduct particular fitness to practise proceedings, in line with any
decisions on the composition of panels made by the chair of the Fitness to Practise
Committee under the Statutory Committees and their Advisers Rules (Sch 1, para 5);

xxxiv.

Determining the form of documents provided for in rules covering the procedures and rules
of evidence of the statutory committees (art 61(6));

xxxv.

Making arrangements for the GPhC to be represented at any appeal or fitness to practise
proceedings (art 61(2));

xxxvi.

Publishing the particulars of orders and decisions made by the Investigating, Fitness to
Practise and Appeals committees, and the reasons for them (arts 40(11)-(12), 54(5)(c), Sch 1,
para 3(1));

xxxvii.

Requiring information or documentation from a registrant or a third party to assist the GPhC
in carrying out functions under the Order (art 49(1));

xxxviii.

Seeking a court order where a person has failed to provide information or documentation
required under art 49(1) from a registrant or a third party to assist the GPhC in carrying out
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functions under the Order (art 49(4));
xxxix.

Disclosing information relating to the fitness to practise of particular registrants, of all
registrants or of groups of registrants, in the public interest (art 50(1)-(2));

xl.

Seeking an extension by a court of an interim order made by the Fitness to Practise
committee (art 56(5));

xli.

Approving fees to be charged under art 65(1) of the Pharmacy Order other than charges in
connection with entry to the pre-registration scheme and registration assessment for
prospective pharmacists, and the assessment of overseas-qualified pharmacists (art 65(1));
Governance, finance and organisational management

xlii.

Conducting and defending all proceedings (other than criminal prosecutions brought under
Sch 1 para 3(2)(b)) brought by or against the GPhC in any court, tribunal or arbitration (Sch 1,
para 3(1));

xliii.

Instituting criminal prosecutions under any enactment (Sch 1, para 3(2)(b));

xliv.

Advising the Privy Council that a person has ceased to be a member of the Council
(Constitution Order, para 6);

xlv.

Notifying the Privy Council if the Council has suspended a member provisionally under
standing orders, pending a decision of the Privy Council on whether or not to suspend that
member under the Constitution Order, para 7(5);

xlvi.

Terminating a provisional suspension of a Council member under standing orders if the Privy
Council decides not to suspend that member (Constitution Order, para 7(6));

xlvii.

Maintaining and publishing the register of members’ interests, including gifts and hospitality
(Sch 1, para 4);

xlviii.

Keeping the accounts and preparing the annual accounts of the GPhC (Sch 1, para 7(1));

xlix.

Administering the GPhC's finances including, but not limited to, the day to day control of
those finances (Sch 1, para 3(1));

l.

Approving guidance on expenses for witnesses (Sch 1, para 3(1));

li.

Arranging any insurance on behalf of the GPhC (Sch 1, para 3(1));

lii.

Tendering, awarding and varying contracts (Sch 1, para 3(1));

liii.

Approving the terms of any other agreements or transaction (Sch 1, para 3(1));

liv.

Approving the Council’s bank mandates (Sch 1, para 3(1));

lv.

Managing any property owned by the GPhC, or in which the GPhC has an interest, including
the submission of planning and building consent applications (Sch 1, para 3(1));

lvi.

Determining and administering the GPhC’s employment procedures and processes (Sch 1,
para 3(2)(c));

lvii.

Appointing or removing all other employees of the GPhC (Sch 1, sub-para 3(2)(c)), including
inspectors (art 8(1)) and any Deputy Registrar (art 18(4));

lviii.

Determining the remuneration packages and terms & conditions for employees of the GPhC,
within the overall remuneration framework agreed by the Remuneration Committee (Sch 1,
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para 3(2)(i));

6.

lix.

Determining the remuneration packages and terms & conditions for non-employees who are
not covered by the Remuneration Committee’s remit (such as CPD reviewers, medical
assessors, adjustments panel, European pharmacy professional application evaluators, return
to the register application evaluators, question writers) (Sch 1, para 3(2)(i));

lx.

Approving the GPhC’s Publication Scheme under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 (Sch
1, para 3(1));

lxi.

Publishing the GPhC’s reports, plans and accounts approved by the Council for submission to
the Privy Council (Sch 1, paras 7(4)(a) & 8(1));

lxii.

Approving the GPhC’s Welsh Language Scheme (Sch 1, para 3(1));

lxiii.

Approving the annual report to the Welsh Language Commissioner on how we have met our
obligations under the Welsh Language Scheme (Sch 1. para 3(1));

lxiv.

Approving the procedure for dealing with organisational complaints (Sch 1, para 3(1));

lxv.

Approving submissions to the Professional Standards Authority for the purpose of the annual
performance review (Sch 1, para 3(1));

Matters delegated to non-statutory committees or structures
Non statutory committees

6.1

The following non-statutory committees and structures have delegated responsibilities within the
Council’s policies:
•

Audit & Risk Committee (art 4(7) and Sch 1, para 3(1))
The Audit & Risk committee reviews internal and external audit arrangements and advises
the council on the implications of assurances provided in respect of risk and control.

•

Finance & Planning Committee (art 4(7) and Sch 1, para 3(1))
The Finance & Planning Committee is responsible for providing the Council with assurance
on the continuing efficiency and effectiveness of the organisation. This includes overseeing
business and financial planning, to ensure that they align with the with the overall strategy
set by the Council as well as overseeing and monitoring the implementation of the GPhC’s
investment strategy and policy, and other investment activities.

•

Remuneration Committee (art 4(7) and Sch 1, para 3(1)(g)-(j))
The Remuneration Committee ensures there are appropriate systems in place for
remuneration for council members, employees and others.

•

Assurance and Appointments Committee (art 4(7) and Statutory Committees and their
Advisers Rules, Rules 6, 9 & 14)
The assurance and appointments committee is accountable, but operates at arm's-length
from the Council, and is responsible for the selection and recruitment of statutory
committee members.
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6.2

The delegated responsibilities for each Committee are set out in more detail in their respective
Terms of Reference, as approved by the Council.
Board of Assessors

6.3

The Board of Assessors has responsibility, within the Council’s policies, for:
•

Developing and holding, or causing to be held, registration assessments (art 44(1)(b))

•

Determining the arrangements under which assessments under art 44(1)(b) will be held
including: dealing with disciplinary matters relating to candidates or prospective
candidates; agreeing adjustments for candidates with specific needs related to any
protected characteristic; considering candidate appeals and awarding results (art
44(1)(b)(iii)).

7.

Application of the Scheme

7.1

The Chief Executive & Registrar will be responsible for the application of the Scheme and will be
accountable to the Council for ensuring that:
− decisions on matters reserved to the Council are referred to the Council;
− decisions on matters delegated to a non-statutory committee or other structure are referred
to that committee or structure; and
− decisions on matters delegated to the CE&R are consistent with relevant legislation and with
the Council’s policies.

8.

Monitoring and compliance

8.1

The Council is responsible for the Scheme of Delegation and will review the Scheme every two
years, or in line with relevant legislative or other change.

8.2

Compliance with the scheme, or specific aspects of the scheme, is monitored in a number of
different ways, including through performance monitoring and other assurance mechanisms such
as internal audit and review.

8.3

If you have any questions about the Scheme, please contact the Executive Office and Governance
Team.

9.

Supporting documents

9.1

The core legislation including the Pharmacy Order 2010, associated procedural rules and key
governance policies and procedures are available on the GPhC website.

10. Appendices
10.1 Appendix A below sets out the statutory functions of the Registrar.
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Appendix A: Statutory duties and powers of the Registrar under the
Pharmacy Order 2010
The main duties and powers of the Registrar under the Pharmacy Order 2010 are summarised below.
These are not included in the Scheme of Delegation as they are statutory functions of the Registrar but
are shown here for ease of reference. The Registrar also has a number of statutory functions under
procedural rules and other legislation such as the Medicines Act 1968.
Establishment, maintenance of and access to the Register
The Registrar must:
•
•

establish and maintain the Register of pharmacist, pharmacy technicians and pharmacy premises
(art 19(1))
in such manner as the Registrar sees fit, compile lists comprising information in or derived from
entries in the Register (art 19(5)).

Entitlement to entry in Part 1 or Part 2 of the Register
The Registrar is to determine whether applicants are entitled to be entered in Part 1 or, as the case may
be, Part 2 of the Register (art 20(1)) and to determine whether such entries may be renewed (art 20(2)).
The Registrar may, in certain circumstances, require an applicant for registration to undertake additional
education, training or experience (art 20(1)(a)(iii)).
Pre-entry requirements in respect of qualifications and additional education, training or experience:
pharmacists
The Registrar may require:
•
•
•

certain applicants for registration holding overseas qualifications to undertake additional education,
training or experience (art 21(1)(d)(ii)(bb));
certain exempt applicants for restoration to the Register to undertake additional education, training
or experience but only where this is consistent with the EU Treaties and Directive 2005/36/EC (art
21(4));
applicants for registration to meet requirements as to additional education which comprise or
include reaching an adequate standard of proficiency in the knowledge and use of English (art 23A).

Pre-entry requirements in respect of qualifications and additional education, training or experience:
pharmacy technicians
The Registrar may require:
•
•
•

certain applicants for registration holding overseas qualifications to undertake additional education,
training or experience (art 22(1)(c)(ii)(bb));
certain exempt applicants for restoration to the Register to undertake additional education, training
or experience but only where this is consistent with the EU Treaties and Directive 2005/36/EC (art
22(2));
applicants for registration to meet requirements as to additional education which comprise or
include reaching an adequate standard of proficiency in the knowledge and use of English (art 23A).
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Form, manner and content of applications for entry or for renewal of an entry in the Register:
pharmacists and pharmacy technicians
The Registrar may refuse to enter an applicant in the Register or refuse to renew the entry of an
applicant in the Register, if the applicant fails to comply with, or if in respect of the applicant there is a
failure to comply with registration rules (art 23(2)).
If a registrant fails to comply with registration rules relating to a renewal application, the failure may be
treated as misconduct and the Registrar must consider whether or not to refer the matter to the
Investigating Committee or the Fitness to Practise Committee (art 23(3)).
Notification by the Registrar: entry & renewal
The Registrar must, within one month, acknowledge an application for registration in Part 1 or Part 2 of
the Register and inform the applicant of any missing document required.
The Registrar must, within three or four months (depending on the basis of the application) of receiving
all the documents required for a registration application, notify the applicant of the result of the
application.
The Registrar must, within one month, acknowledge an application for renewal of registration in Part 1
or Part 2 of the Register and inform the applicant of any missing document required.
The Registrar must, within one month of receiving all the documents required for a renewal application,
notify the applicant of the result of the application.
Duration of entry
The Registrar must remove entries from Parts 1 & 2 of the Register when they cease to be valid (art
25(3) and must send the person concerned a statement of the reasons for the removal (art 25(4)).
Notice of entry in the Register
The Registrar must send registrants written notice of their entries in the Register (arts 26(1)-(3)).
Specialisations: registrants and registered pharmacies
Where the Registrar decides not to enter, renew or restore an annotation in respect of a specialisation
of an entry in the Register of a registrant or a registered pharmacy, or to remove such an annotation
from the Register, the Registrar must send a notice to the person concerned stating the reasons for the
decision and the right of appeal to the Appeals Committee (arts 27(2)-(3)).
Registrants’ duties with regard to their entries
If the Registrar sends two notices to a registrant in Part 1 or Part 2 of the Register and, in each case,
receives no reply within a specified time, the Registrar may remove the registrant from the Register (art
28(2)).
If a registrant in Part 1 or Part 2 of the Register fails to comply with rules about information to be
provided by registrants, the Registrar may remove the registrant from the Register (art 28(3)).
The Registrar must send a notice to any person removed from the Register under art 28(2)-(3) stating
the reasons for the removal and the right of appeal to the Appeals Committee (art 28(4)).
Corrections to the Register
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The Registrar must keep the Register correct and up to date (art 29(1)).
If the Registrar determines that an entry of a registrant or pharmacy in the Register has been
fraudulently procured or incorrectly made, the Registrar may, subject to any provisions in rules, remove
the registrant or registered pharmacy from that part of the Register (art 29(3)). The Registrar must then
send a notice to the person concerned stating the reasons for the removal and the right of appeal to the
Appeals Committee (arts 29(5)-(6)).
Fitness to practise matters before entry or renewal of an entry
The Registrar may, subject to any provisions in rules, remove a registrant from Part 1 or 2 of the Register
if the Registrar is satisfied that:
(a) the registrant’s fitness to practise was impaired as a result of prescribed circumstances or because of
a health problem at the time of the registrant’s entry in the Register or at the time of a renewal
application; and
(b) the registrant had not informed the Registrar of those circumstances or that problem in advance
(arts 30(1)-(2)).
If a registrant in Part 1 or Part 2 of the Register fails to comply with rules about fitness to practise
matters before entry or renewal of an entry, the Registrar may remove the registrant from the Register
(art 30(3)).
The Registrar must send a notice to the person concerned stating the reasons for the removal and the
right of appeal to the Appeals Committee (art 30(5)).
Voluntary removal from the Register
Where the Registrar refuses an application for voluntary removal from the Register, the Registrar must
send the applicant a statement giving notice of the refusal and the reasons for it (art 31(2)).
Indemnity arrangements
The Registrar may, subject to any provisions in rules, refuse to enter a person in, or to restore a person’s
entry in, the Register where that person has failed to comply with rules concerning information to be
provided to the Registrar on indemnity arrangements (art 32(8)).
The Registrar may remove a registrant from the Register where that person is in breach of requirements
in rules or the Order relating to the requirement to have in force an indemnity arrangement which
provides appropriate cover, or may refer the matter as an allegation of misconduct (art 32( (9)).
Where the Registrar refuses to enter a person in, or restore a person to, the Register, or removes a
person from the Register, the Registrar must send a notice to the person concerned stating the reasons
for the decision and the right of appeal to the Appeals Committee (art 32(10)).
Temporary entry with regard to emergencies involving loss of human life or human illness etc.
If the Secretary of State advises the Registrar of a state of emergency, the Registrar may:
•
•

enter appropriate persons in Part 1 or Part 2 of the Register during the emergency and may make
such entries subject to conditions (arts 34(1)-(4))
remove a person registered under this article from the Register if the Registrar has grounds for
suspecting that the person’s fitness to practise is impaired, and must remove such persons from the
Register when the Secretary of State advises that the emergency no longer exists (art 34(5))
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•

make available information to assist with the identification of persons entered in the Register under
this article in such manner as the Registrar sees fit (art 34(9)).

Temporary annotations with regard to emergencies involving loss of human life or human illness etc.
If the Secretary of State advises the Registrar of a state of emergency, the Registrar may:
•
•

annotate entries in Part 1 or Part 2 of the Register to allow such persons to order drugs, medicines &
appliances during the emergency (art 35(1))
remove such an annotation if the Registrar has grounds for suspecting that the person’s fitness to
order drugs, medicines & appliances is impaired, and must remove such annotations when the
Secretary of State advises that the emergency no longer exists (art 35(3)).

Restoration to the Register of persons or premises removed from the Register
The Registrar may restore a person or a registered pharmacy to the Register in accordance with rules
(arts 37(1)-(2)).
Where restoration of a person is granted subject to compliance with an undertaking with regard to CPD
and the person breaches that undertaking, that breach may be treated as misconduct and the Registrar
must consider whether or not to refer the matter to the Investigating Committee or the Fitness to
Practise Committee (art 37(4)).
Where the Registrar refuses an application for restoration to Part 1, 2, 4 or 5 of the Register, the
Registrar must send the applicant a notice stating the reasons for the refusal and the right of appeal to
the Appeals Committee (art 37(5)).
Where the Registrar refuses an application for restoration to Part 3 of the Register, the Registrar must
send the person concerned a notice stating the reasons for the refusal and the right of appeal to the
Appeals Committee (art 37(6)).
Appeals to the Appeals Committee
The Registrar may extend the deadline for giving notice of an appeal where he is satisfied that the
person did not receive the statement of the reasons for the appealable decision within 14 days of it
being sent (art 40(4)).
Continuing Professional Development
The Registrar may, in accordance with rules, remove a registrant from the Register or impose other
remedial measures where the registrant has failed to comply with the CPD framework or made a false
declaration about his compliance (art 43(8)(a)).
Where the Registrar removes a registrant from the Register as above, he must send the person
concerned a notice stating the reasons for the decision and the right of appeal to the Appeals
Committee (art 43(8)(c)).
Impairment of fitness to practise
If a registrant fails to comply with rules about information to be provided to the Registrar on fitness to
practise matters that arise while registered, the failure may be treated as misconduct and the Registrar
must consider whether or not to refer the matter to the Investigating Committee or the Fitness to
Practise Committee (art 51(6)).
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Initial action in respect of allegations
Except in such cases as are provided for in rules, the Registrar must refer all fitness to practise
allegations to the Investigating Committee or, as appropriate, the Fitness to Practise Committee and
must inform the registrant concerned and the person, if any, who made the allegation accordingly (art
52(1)-(4)).
Once a decision has been taken to refer the allegation to the Investigating Committee or the Fitness to
Practise Committee, the Registrar must:
•
•
•
•

require from the registrant concerned details of any person by whom the registrant is employed or
engaged to provide services relating to pharmacy, or with whom the registrant has arrangements to
provide such services;
notify any such persons of the investigation;
notify the Secretary of State, Scottish Ministers and Welsh Ministers of the investigation; and
notify the Department of Health, Social Services and Public Safety in Northern Ireland of the
investigation where the registrant is also registered in Northern Ireland (art 52(5)).

Where a registrant fails to provide details as above, the failure may be treated as misconduct and the
Registrar may refer the matter to the Committee that is considering the allegation, the Registrar may
seek an order of the relevant court requiring the requested details to be supplied (art 52(6)).
Consideration by the Investigating Committee
If the Investigating Committee closes a case without referring it to the Fitness to Practise Committee,
the Registrar must inform the person concerned and the person who made the allegation, if any, of the
Investigating Committee’s decision and any action it is taking (art 53(2)).
If the Investigating Committee refers an allegation to the Fitness to Practise Committee, the Registrar
must inform the person concerned and the person who made the allegation, if any, of the referral and,
where relevant, of the Investigating Committee’s opinion that the Fitness to Practise Committee should
consider making an interim order (art 53(3)).
Consideration by the Fitness to Practise Committee
If the Fitness to Practise Committee determines that the fitness to practise of the person concerned is
not impaired, the Registrar must inform the person concerned and the person who made the allegation,
if any, of the Committee’s decision and any warning or advice given by the Committee (art 54(5)).
If the Fitness to Practise Committee gives a warning or a direction, the Registrar must send the person
concerned a notice of the reasons for the warning or direction and of any right of appeal (art 54(8)).
Professional performance assessments
If the Registrar has, in accordance with rules, ordered an assessment of a registrant’s professional
performance (art 55(1)) and the registrant fails to produce any records required by an individual
assessor or an assessment team, the Registrar may seek a court order requiring the records to be
produced (art 55(7)).
Interim orders
If an interim order is made, revoked or varied, the Registrar must send the person concerned a notice of
the order, revocation or variation (art 56(4)).
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Restoration of names to the Register: fitness to practise
If a person who has been removed from the Register by the Fitness to Practise Committee applies for
restoration, the Registrar must refer the application to the Fitness to Practise Committee (art 57(1)).
The Registrar may, if the rules so provide, determine whether any, and if so what, additional education,
training or CPD is required before an applicant may be restored to the Register (art 57(3)(c)).
Where the Fitness to Practise Committee refuses an application for restoration, the Registrar must send
the applicant a notice stating the reasons for the refusal (art 57(5)).
If the Fitness to Practise Committee directs that an applicant’s restoration to the Register shall be
conditional on them complying with specified requirements, or directs that a person may make no
further applications for restoration, the Registrar must send that person a notice stating the reasons for
the decision and, in the case of a direction that a person may make no further applications for
restoration, their right of appeal (art 57(10)).
Interim measures pending a direction taking effect
If the Fitness to Practise Committee makes an order to suspend a registrant’s registration forthwith or to
impose conditions on their registration forthwith, pending the coming into force of a direction, the
Registrar must send that person a notice stating the contents of the order and their right of appeal (art
60(6)).
Rules in respect of proceedings
The Registrar may, if the rules so provide, request a review of a direction for suspension or conditional
entry in the Register (art 61(2)(e)(iii)(aa)).
Registration in respect of provision of occasional pharmacy services (pharmacists)
Where a visiting practitioner is entitled to be entered in Part 4 of the Register, the Registrar must give
effect to that entitlement (Sch 2, Pt 1, para 2(1)).
The Registrar may refuse to enter a visiting practitioner in Part 4 of the Register if, in the Registrar’s
opinion, that person is not so entitled. If the Registrar refuses to enter a visiting practitioner in Part 4 of
the Register, the Registrar must send the practitioner a notice stating the reasons for the decision and
the right of appeal (Sch 2, Pt 1, paras 2(3)-(4)).
If a person ceases to be entitled to provide occasional pharmacy services, the Registrar may remove
them from Part 4 of the Register (Sch 2, Pt 1, paras 2(5)-(6)).
Entitlement to provide occasional pharmacy services after the first year: renewals (pharmacists)
If a visiting practitioner has been removed from Part 4 of the Register for reasons other than the
cessation of his entitlement, and that person applies to have his entitlement renewed, the renewal will
only be granted if the Registrar decides, after having regard to the fact of the removal and the reasons
for it, that the entitlement should be renewed (Sch 2, Pt 1, para 6(4)).
If the Registrar refuses to renew the entry of a visiting practitioner in the Register, the Registrar must
send the practitioner a notice stating the reasons for the refusal and the right of appeal (Sch 2, Pt 1, para
6(9)).
Registration in respect of provision of occasional pharmacy services (pharmacy technicians)
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Where a visiting practitioner is entitled to be entered in Part 5 of the Register, the Registrar must give
effect to that entitlement (Sch 2, Pt 2, para 10(1)).
The Registrar may refuse to enter a visiting practitioner in Part 5 of the Register if, in the Registrar’s
opinion, that person is not so entitled. If the Registrar refuses to enter a visiting practitioner in Part 5 of
the Register, the Registrar must send the practitioner a notice stating the reasons for the decision and
the right of appeal (Sch 2, Pt 2, paras 10(3)-(4)).
If a person ceases to be entitled to provide occasional pharmacy services, the Registrar may remove
them from Part 5 of the Register (Sch 2, Pt 2, paras 10(5)-(6)).
Entitlement to provide occasional pharmacy services after the first year: renewals (pharmacy
technicians)
If a visiting practitioner has been removed from Part 5 of the Register for reasons other than the
cessation of his entitlement, and that person applies to have his entitlement renewed, the renewal will
only be granted if the Registrar decides, after having regard to the fact of the removal and the reasons
for it, that the entitlement should be renewed (Sch 2, Pt 2, para 14(4)).
If the Registrar refuses to renew the entry of a visiting practitioner in the Register, the Registrar must
send the practitioner a notice stating the reasons for the refusal and the right of appeal (Sch 2, Pt 2, para
14(9)).
Imposing, revoking or varying conditions on registered pharmacy premises
The Registrar may make the entry of premises entered in Part 3 of the Register of pharmacist, pharmacy
technicians and pharmacy premises subject to such conditions as the Registrar considers it necessary to
impose for the purpose of securing the safe and effective practice of pharmacy at those premises; and
may vary or revoke any such conditions (section 74D of the Medicines Act 1968).
Non-compliance with improvement notices
The Registrar must refer certain cases of non-compliance with Improvement Notices to the Fitness to
Practise Committee under section 80(1)(c) or (1A) of the Medicines Act 1968 (grounds for
disqualification in certain cases) (art 14 (4A)). (Improvement notices may be issued where there is a
failure to meet standards or conditions relating to standards)
Please note that you should always refer to the relevant legislation for full details of the Registrar’s
statutory functions and powers.
For GPhC staff, please also refer to the Authority Framework for detailed guidance and information
about delegated authority to act for the Registrar, including the exceptions list.
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